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INtrOductION

the process of developing a meaningful set of Web services for use in a Services-oriented 
Architecture (SoA) is a long and involved one. It requires that an organization map out its  
core operations as a collection of discrete and largely independent services, build or otherwise 
create those services, and enable application developers to use these services in subsequent 
application development efforts. even if these steps, and countless intermediate ones, are 
executed successfully, putting services-enabled applications into production  
use can take years.

In many cases one or more of these steps aren’t successful, requiring enterprise architects or 
development teams to start over again or make significant changes to projects as they are in 
progress. either way, it can add months or years to an already lengthy process.

Possibly the most difficult of these steps is in building the applications that can consume these 
services. often the services are conceived of, designed, and constructed by the enterprise 
architecture team, while enterprise applications are built by application development teams. 
often there are differing sets of requirements and goals between the two groups, and services 
built by enterprise architects may not be fully utilized in application development.

In many cases, the defined services may not even be Web services. If enterprise architects 
identify capabilities in legacy software, it may not be feasible to add Web front ends to those 
capabilities. Instead, enterprise architects may employ adapters, wrappers, or other technology 
that make those capabilities callable discretely from within the native legacy application.

Is there a way of consuming those services immediately, rather than waiting for them to be 
integrated into a brand new distributed application?  yes. Here’s how.

It is possible to short-cut the long and arduous path between the development or other 
acquisition of Web services and the deployment and productive use of those services. 
Specifically, once services are designed and built, it is possible to employ them immediately with 
little development effort. by configuring both applications and services to be directly callable 
from existing applications, organizations can immediately take advantage of mission-critical 
services without a full application re-write development process.

the result is SoA - now. the organization can take advantage of services it has developed before 
the entire SoA is built out. And it can deploy those services immediately, taking advantage of  
existing stable, trusted applications rather than being forced to go through a whole new 
application development lifecycle to get there. this paper describes how organizations can 
achieve the goals of their SoA strategy without the long and time-consuming process of 
deploying services in discrete applications to the enterprise.
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this approach doesn’t replace your existing SoA strategy. there is still a need to define and 
create Web services. And there are many circumstances where you would want to consume 
those services in the traditional way, through HttP and SoAP. but there is often the need 
for business to move more quickly than traditional application development processes. this 
approach can accelerate the successful deployment of an SoA strategy by following the 
following four tenets: 

:: Focus on building the most valuable services 
 
:: deploy immediately to the existing application set 
 
:: Focus your application development team on meeting the most important new requirements  
 to support your business  
 
:: decommission the legacy applications in a measured fashion over time 

FrOm web ServIceS tO SOA

one of the compelling advantages of SoA is the ability to flexibly respond to changes in business 
environment or opportunity. Services represent business logic that can be redeployed easily to 
new or modified applications in order to quickly meet new business needs.

the reality of implementation, of course, is a lot more complex. First, the discrete functionality 
in existing business logic can be difficult to identify. It requires a deep understanding of the 
underlying business processes, and the ability to identify the existing code associated with 
those processes. In some cases, it requires the writing of new code to automate manual process 
components, or to make automated processes more general for use outside of a specific 
problem domain.

once logic is identified and partitioned, it has to be either packaged as a service or reverse-
engineered and rewritten as a service. this typically requires a software development or 
integration effort (or both), adding Web services, front ends or adapters so that the business 
logic can be called as a separate entity.

As challenging as this sounds, given enough time, services can be identified and developed.  
It is primarily a technical problem with appropriate technology solutions.

but once business logic exists as a service, it must be consumed. today, this requires an 
application development process, since the service is typically consumed as a part of a custom 
distributed application. there must be a need for a specific application that requires the service, 
and the application must be designed with the service in mind. the service or services have to 
be made available to the development team by the service owners, and scheduled to run on an 
available system. the development team has to be assured of the service’s performance and 
scalability, and perform testing of the service within the context of the application.

And where the functionality of existing applications has to be re-written in order to take advantage  
of the new services, a significant integration and test effort has to be undertaken, with all the 
risk and cost that comes with it. the service, and other services, may well help the organization 
with agility in building applications that respond to changing business conditions, but it is a long 
and involved process to get to that point.
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There is an easier and faster way.

the key to “SoA - now” is the ability to consume Web services without first integrating them 
into applications using traditional programming techniques. this can be done using openSpan 
Studio, which enables the identification of programming interfaces available within existing 
applications, and the calling of those interfaces with specific data from other applications, 
services, or end users.

Further, SoA - now using openSpan Studio also enables a more rapid identification of the code 
associated with existing business processes. by interrogating the running application for its 
interfaces, openSpan Studio makes it possible to quickly identify code that is associated with 
specific business logic. 

uSINg OpeNSpAN StudIO

How does this work?  conceptually, openSpan Studio enables a services developer or integrator 
to interrogate running applications and identify interfaces that can be called through the 
openSpan Platform. In most cases, these are not documented interfaces, but rather defined 
internally for calls between different parts of the application. In many cases, they map to  
discrete pieces of business logic that can make up part or all of a Web service.

note that this same approach also works for services defined by an enterprise architect or 
services designer. even if the programming interface is defined and documented, as would be 
expected with a Web service, openSpan Studio can be used to expose properties and methods 
of the service to any new or existing application.

once those interfaces are identified, developers can use them from within openSpan Studio 
to accept data from user input, applications, or other services through the use of a visual 
programming environment. 

developers can identify services within an existing application, find the interfaces to those 
services, and call them from any desktop-based application, web application or desktop front-
end. this accelerates the delivery of business value from a SoA architecture by making it 
possible to implement the needed business solution on the timeline needed by the business. 

SOA – NOw

the key to achieving SoA - now is the combination of openSpan Studio for development  
and the openSpan Integrator runtime for execution. openSpan Studio provides a visual 
development environment that takes applications running in a Windows environment (including 
web applications, Java applets, 3270 host applications, and so on), and enables them to be 
connected in ways not envisioned by the original developers.

take an application: any application. let’s say that the goal is to move data from that application 
to another application, and processed in a certain way in the second application. that second 
application is acting like a Web service, in that it accepts the data input, does a well-defined 
amount of processing, and returns a result.

It is possible to copy and paste that data, and perform the processing steps manually. 
Alternatively, you can extract the functional code from the application, wrap it, expose it as  
a Web service, and call it using a Web protocol. the first way requires human intervention and  
is likely to be slow and subject to error. the latter takes time and development resources.
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or it is possible to use openSpan Studio to write an openSpan “automation,” which 
interrogates the applications for object properties, events, and methods, and uses them as a 
way to build a new application from the components of the others. An openSpan automation 
identifies interfaces in applications and automatically passes data into those applications using 
those interfaces. 

buSINeSS exAmpleS

consuming Web services on the desktop may only be limited by the imagination of the workflow 
designers. this paper shows two hypothetical examples: consuming a sales tax rate Web 
service and extending a legacy Windows application to consume a web service. 

Example 1: consuming a Sales Tax Rate web Service

A classic simple use case often used to describe how Web services and SoA can help business 
is that of sales tax calculations. Injecting variable rate calculations automatically to a workflow 
can be useful not only in sales or accounts receivable, but also in many businesses in the 
financial sector. middle and back offices that work with settlements, credit extension, taxes, 
investment sales, and so on are prime candidates. 

A regional business may have an application that tracks sales. there has been little need to  
be concerned about sales tax beyond the state in which it resides, because its customers  
have traditionally walked through the door and made purchases in just a few “brick and  
mortar” locations.

but such a business has likely found the need to maintain and grow by reaching out beyond 
its brick and mortar stores to the Internet. this means that the sales application now has to 
account for sales tax from different physical locations around the world. this has to occur 
quickly, or the business has to manually calculate and account for different sales taxes, a time-
consuming process that in some ways defeats the purpose of the expansion to Internet sales.

For many such businesses, the only solution is to acquire and install a new sales application. 
However, using openSpan, the existing application can easily call a tax web service when 
calculating total cost for a customer order. because tax laws change regularly around the world, 
the original sales application will likely not have this capability, or at least the updated data to 
effectively calculate tax. However, there are tax Web services available that have the necessary 
logic. the hard part is extending an existing legacy billing application to leverage the Web 
service. openSpan can do just that, by enabling the original sales application to consume the 
tax calculation Web service and integrate that data into the sales process.

In some cases, if the Web service has been developed internally, or is a commercial service, the 
interfaces will already be known. openSpan can still make use of those public interfaces to work 
with the traditional Web service architecture.

the steps to get to that point are simple and easily understandable by any application 
development professional. using openSpan Studio, you identify an application running on the 
desktop (via the .exe for a Windows application, the url for a web application, and so on) and 
“interrogate” that application. the application launches, and you select a user interface object 
for inclusion in the openSpan environment. openSpan then exposes that object’s properties, 
events, and methods, and you can use those in visually building a workflow of  
those components. 
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you visually build the automation by dragging connecting lines from one component to another. 
A connector, for example, can connect the output of one interface to the input of another. the 
end result looks like a workflow, and at runtime it executes and drives the application using the 
object components that you’ve selected.

Figure 1.  An openSpan automation is created by wiring together services based on their 
identified interfaces.

It is important to understand that you are not changing any of the applications, and you don’t 
need source code for the application in order to build an automation. openSpan injects its 
interrogation into the running process, and leaves an interface for those objects you decide you 
want to access later. When you save an openSpan Studio project, the artifact is a “deployment 
package” which combines an xml description of the automation together with any dynamic 
content dll’s that may be required at runtime. the deployment package is then executed by 
openSpan Integrator, the runtime environment that is installed on every desktop system where 
the automation is needed.

openSpan can interrogate and expose interfaces and objects from virtually any process. 
this means that just about any application, old and new, that runs on the corporate desktop 
environment including 3270 and 5250 host applications, visual basic, Powerbuilder and other 
WIn32 applications, Web applications (including Software as a Service), Java applications and 
applets can be analyzed and its functions turned into services. those services can then be 
consumed by applications calling them from the desktop, or from direct input by the end user.
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Example 2: extending a Legacy Application to consume a web Service 

this example calls a Web service in the traditional wrapper. the hypothetical case processes  
a stock symbol and produces a quote as of the query time, but the same design could be used 
in any case to take data from one application, process it, and carry the results to another 
existing application.

To make this happen, you: 

 1. define the WSdl.

 2. build an automation.

 3. deploy and execute.

Figure 2. shows a simple test form (the source, with just a data entry field and an execution 
control button), and a mini crm window (destination). mini crm is a locally-written vb 
application running natively in the Windows environment, similar to many home-built 
applications currently deployed in many enterprises. 

Figure 2. A form calls a Web service and displays the results in a different application window.
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Define the WSDL. the first step in openSpan Studio is to invoke (Figure 3) a Web service to 
be consumed by mini crm. drag a web service connector into the window. With a Web service, 
there’s no visual component, so enter the WSdl in the active window, select Query to display 
the methods, and continue.

Figure 3. defining the WSdl in the edit Web Service WSdl window.
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Build an automation. After interrogating the interfaces in openSpan Studio, build the 
automation (Figure 4). the required objects from the source form and the mini crm window  
are dragged from the object explorer to the work area. connecting paths of execution and 
data is a matter of connecting the dots in the visual environment. yellow indicates action, blue 
stands for data.

the automation uses a stock quote service’s method, getQuickQuote, that was exposed 
automatically by the WSdl Query process outlined above. clicking the action button in the 
form calls the service and returns a result to mini crm. note that you format the result using a 
standard string expression in the Studio window. (remember that this form could be replaced 
by any application and the service call triggered by any event in that application.)

Figure 4. connecting the new external service in openSpan Studio.

Deploy and execute. When the solution is saved and deployed, the service executes  
whenever called, and delivers the formatted results to the target mini crm window. 

openSpan is highly iterative, so you can reopen the solution, change or update, and  
redeploy quickly.
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SummAry

With the openSpan platform, enterprises can more easily and quickly consume Web services, 
and can do so more quickly than through a traditional SoA initiative. the benefits of SoA are 
achieved more quickly, without giving anything up in the process. It accelerates the opportunity 
to derive value from a SoA initiative, allowing organizations to deliver those projects that 
directly impact the bottom line more rapidly.

Specifically, architects and developers can immediately apply new and existing services to 
building and deploying new functionality in existing applications. they can be wired together 
using openSpan Studio and deployed to the desktops requiring those services. these services 
are robust and high performing, and can be made available and are easily maintained and 
updated as required.

A process that can take years using conventional SoA strategies is reduced to months or even 
weeks of effort. SoA is typically a strategy that takes years to plan and achieve, with substantial 
technical decisions and challenges along the way. Focusing an organization’s critical resources 
of talented architects and developers on only delivering new capabilities to support the 
business rather than on re-writing pre-existing code can give you the best of both worlds: all  
the benefits of a successful SoA strategy but delivered today with low risk and low cost. In other 
words, SoA – now.
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